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To image the upper mantle structure beneath La Réunion hotspot, a large-scale seismic network has been
deployed on land and at sea in the frame of the RHUM-RUM project (Réunion Hotspot and Upper Mantle Réunions Unterer Mantel). This French-German passive seismic experiment was designed to investigate and
image the deep structure beneath La Réunion, from crust to core, to precise the shape and depth origin of a mantle
plume, if any, and to precise the horizontal and vertical mantle flow associated to a possible plume upwelling,
to its interaction with the overlying plate and with the neighboring Indian ridges. For this purpose, 57 OceanBottom Seismometers (OBS) were installed around La Réunion and along the Central and Southwest Indian ridges.
Broad-band instruments were deployed with the French R/V Marion Dufresne in late 2012 (cruise MD192), and
recovered 13 months later by the German R/V Meteor (cruise M101). The pool of OBS was complemented by ∼60
terrestrial stations, installed on different islands in the western Indian Ocean, such as La Réunion, Madagascar,
Mauritius, Seychelles, Mayotte and the Îles Éparses in the Mozambique channel.
The OBS installation is a free-fall down to the seafloor, where they landed in an unknown orientation.
Since seismologic investigations of crustal and upper mantle structure (e.g., receiver functions) and azimuthal
anisotropy (e.g., SKS-splitting and Rayleigh waves) rely on the knowledge of the correct OBS orientation with
respect to the geographic reference frame, it is of importance to determine the orientations of the OBS while
recording on the seafloor.
In an isotropic, horizontally homogeneous and non-dipping layered globe, the misorientation of each station refers to the offset between theoretical and recorded back-azimuth angle of a passive seismic event. Using
large earthquakes (MW > 5.0), it is possible to establish multiple successful measurements per station and thus to
determine with good confidence the sensor orientations. In this study, we analyzed particle motions of P-waves
(P-pol) and of Rayleigh waves (R-pol) to quantify the orientation of each of the 57 OBS. We performed 213
polarization measurements based on 35 earthquakes for P-pol, and 381 polarization measurements based on 48
earthquakes for R-pol. This allowed us to successfully determine the North/South orientations for 40 out of 57
OBS: 13 stations were devoid of usable data and 4 stations were too noisy. From twice the standard deviation
(95% confidence interval), we estimate the errors between 1◦ and 20◦ .

